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Four new products
MUM exhibitor list
Bandwidth test improvements
new version

RB411U

RB750

The RB411U is a versatile yet very small device. It
includes all - a miniPCI slot, a USB 2.0 port and a
miniPCI-E slot for connecting a 3G card. A SIM card
slot for 3G is also present on the RB411U. RB411U
includes RouterOS - the operating system, which can
be a router, firewall, bandwidth manager, a mobile 3G
router, and more - all at the same time.

An entirely new class of product in the RouterBOARD
lineup, the RB750 is a small five port ethernet router
in a nice plastic case for a very special price, and
yet - with all the power of RouterOS. Even more - it’s
probably the most affordable MPLS capable router on
the market. With it’s compact design and clean looks,
it will fit perfectly into any SOHO environment.
RB750 has a switch chip that will allow interport
troughput up to the wire speed limit in ports 2-5 if
switching is used.

RB411R
RB411AR
The RB411AR adds a built-in b/g wireless card to
the popular RB411. Not only you have a readymade
wireless solution, but also you have a spare miniPCI
card slot for another wireless card.
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The RB411R is a small CPE type RouterBOARD
wireless router with an integrated 2.4GHz wireless card.
RB411R includes RouterOS - the operating system,
which can be a router, firewall, bandwidth manager, a
CPE and more - all at the same time. The RB411R has
a very low power consumption rating - only 5.6W, ideal
for solar panel installations.
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Bandwidth Test improvement

MUM in USA

Up until now the RouterOS bandwidth test tool in TCP
mode could use only one connection when generating
traffic. This could produce incomplete results. Since
RouterOS v3.25 we have improved this tool, allowing
multiple TCP connections to be made, making the
test much more accurate in simulating network load
and testing your link capacity. The default setting is 20
connections, but this can be set from 1 to 100.

The next MikroTik User Meeting will take place in
USA, Fort worth/Dallas area near the international
airport. Many exhibitors are expected to attend, make
sure you register now! Registration is free of charge:
http://mum.mikrotik.com
This is the current list of
exhibhiting companies:

Winbox for Netbooks
Also a welcome improvement is the new minimum
size of Winbox, which can now be resized of even
only 460 pixel height, fitting most netbook screens
comfortably. Menus have been compacted, and they
can now move up, in case the menu length exceeds
the vertical space of your screen.

RouterOS v3.26 released
New 3G modems are supported, MetaRouter is
now available in RB1000, a new 3G modem will
automatically make a new PPP interface for ease of
use, and other improvements and fixes.
More information:
http://www.mikrotik.com/download/CHANGELOG_3
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